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Model of accounting observations
Basic symbols

U-population of size N, s-sample of size n ≤ N;

vector of book values (auxiliary variable): x = [x1...xN ],
x ∈ RN

+ is outcome of X T = [X1...XN ];

true (without errors) accounting amounts: y = [y1...yN ],
y ∈ RN

+ is outcome of Y T = [Y1...YN ];

accounting amounts contaminated by errors:
w = [w1...wN ], w ∈ RN

+ is outcome of W T = [W1...WN ];

ZT = [Z1...ZN ], Zi = 0 (Zi = 1)⇔ Xi = Yi (Xi = Wi ), i ∈ U;



Model of accounting observations
Assumptions

Rows: [Xi Yi Wi Zi ] of matrix [X Y W Z] are independent
and identically distributed as random vector [X Y W Z ];

X = (1− Z )Y + ZW or X = Y + ZR (1)

R = W − Y is the auditing error, we assume that R ≥ 0;

The probability distribution of the matrix [X Y W Z] is the
population model.
Distribution of X is the following mixture of distributions:

F (x |θ) = (1− p)F0(x |θ0) + pF1(x |θ1), (2)

P(Z = 1) = p, P(Z = 0) = 1− p;
F0(x |θ0) = F (x |Z = 0) = F0(y |θ0),
F1(x |θ1) = F (x |Z = 1) = F1(w |θ1),
θ = θ0 ∪ θ1, θ ∈ Θ = Θ0 ∪Θ1,

f (x |θ) = (1− p)f0(x |θ0) + pf1(x |θ1). (3)



Model of accounting observations
Purpose of inference

Expected mean accounting error:

τ = E(X̄ − Ȳ ) = p(E(W |θ1)− E(Y |θ0))

or expected total account. error:

Nτ = E(
∑

i∈U Xi −
∑

i∈U Yi);

Hypotheses: H0 : τ = τ0, H1 : τ = τ1 > τ0

τ0, (τ1): admissible, (un-admissible) exp. account. error.

Let α-significance level (risk of incorrect rejection of H0),

(1− β)-probability of II kind error (risk of incorrect
acceptance of H0) where β-power of the test.



Model of accounting observations
Data

Before auditing process the following data are observed:

X = (Xi : i ∈ U) = (Xs,XU−s)

where

Xs = (Xi : i ∈ s), XU−s = (Xi : i ∈ U − s)

After the auditing process the following data are observed:

D = (Ds,XU−s), Ds = ((Xi ,Zi) : i ∈ s) = (Ys0 ,Ws1).

d , ds, x , xs, xU−s, ys0 and ws1 are outcomes of
D, Ds, X , Xs, XU−s, Ys0 and Ws1 , respectively.



Mixture of gamma distributions
Basic properties

Let: Let Y ∼ G(a, c) and R ∼ G(b, c) be independent, then
variable W = Y + R ∼ G(a + b, c);

the mixture:

f (x |a,b, c,p) = pf1(x |a,b, c) + (1− p)f0(x |a, c) (4)

where

f1(x |a,b, c) =
ca+b

Γ(a + b)
xa+b−1e−cx , f0(x |a, c) =

ca

Γ(a)
xa−1e−cx , x > 0.

τ = p(E(X |a,b, c,p)− E(Y |a, c)) =
pb
c
. (5)



Moment method of estimation
The sample s is not selected, s = ∅

The solution {pU(x), aU(x), bU(x), cU(x)} of the equation
system, Wywiał(2016, 2018):

E(X e) = me(x), e = 1,2,3,4, N > 4,

me(x) = 1
N
∑

i∈U xe
i , is the estimator of {p, a, b, c}.

Test statistic:

Ĝ1 =
τ̂1 − τ0√
QU(D)

, τ̂1 =
pUbU

cU
,

QU(D) - e.g. bootstrap type estimator.

p-value could be evaluated based on limit distribution of Ĝ1
or Monte-Carlo procedures.



Moment method of estimation
The sample s is not selected, s = s0 ∪ s1, s0 6= ∅, s1 6= ∅

Test statistic, Wywiał(2018):

Ĝ2 =
τ̂2 − τ0√

VU−s(X)
N−n +

Vs0 (Y )

n0

, τ̂2 = X̄U−s − Ȳs0 . (6)

where: {PU ,As0 ,Bs,Cs0} are estimators of {p,a,b, c}:PU =
X̄U−s−Ȳs0

R̄s1
, As0 =

Ȳ 2
s0

Vs0 (Y ) ,

Bs =
Ȳs0 R̄s1
Vs0 (Y ) , Cs0 =

Ȳs0
Vs0 (Y )

(7)

provided denominators of the above ratios are positive.

p-value could be evaluated based on limit distribution of Ĝ2
or Monte-Carlo methods.
Cases: (s0 6= ∅, s1 = ∅) and (s0 = ∅, s1 6= ∅) are
considered by Wywiał (2016)



Likelihood ratio test
Likelihood function

Log-likelihood function:

l (d |θ) = ln (L (d |θ)) = kln(p) + (n − k)ln(1− p)+

+
∑
i∈s1

ln(f1(xi |θ1)) +
∑
i∈s0

ln(f0(xi |θ0)) +
∑

i∈U−s

ln(f (xi |θ)).

Log-likelihood function in the case of gamma-mixture
distribution:

l(d ,a,b, c,p) = k ln(p)+(n−k)ln(1−p)+Na ln(c)+kb ln(c)+

−k ln(Γ(a+b))−(n−k)ln(Γ(a))+(a−1)
∑
j∈U

ln(xj)+b
∑
j∈s1

ln(xj)+

− c
∑
j∈U

xj +
∑

j∈U−s

ln

(
1− p
Γ(a)

+
p(cxj)

b

Γ(a + b)

)
. (8)



Likelihood ratio test
Test statistic

Likelihood ratio statistic:

λ =
supθ∈Θ,τ(θ)=τ0

L (D|θ)

supθ∈Θ L (D|θ)
. (9)

Distribution of ln(λ) is approximated by chi-square
distribution with 1 degree of freedom under the sufficiently
large size of sample.



Monte Carlo test 1
Parameter of gamma distribution estimated by method of moments

f (x |a,b, c,p) is transformed by means c = pb
τ into:

f (x |a,b, τ, p) = pf1(x |a,b, τ) + (1− p)f (x |a, τ).

Parameters a, b are replaced with estimators given by (7),
see Dufour (2006).

Data d (0,i) =
(

y (0,i)
s0

,w (0,i)
s1

,x (0,i)
U−s,

)
, i = 1, ...,m, are

generated according to f0(y |as0 , τ0) with probability (1− p)
and f1(w |as0 ,bs, τ0) with prob. p;

Data d (1,i) =
(

y (1,i)
s0

,w (1,i)
s1

,x (1,i)
U−s,

)
are generated m-times

according to f0(y |as0 , τ1) with probab. (1− p) and
f1(w |as0 ,bs, τ1) with prob. p;



Monte Carlo test 2
Simulated distribution of the test statistic

Test statistic, Wywiał(2018):

ĝ(e,i)
2 =

τ (e,i) − τ0√
vU−s(x(e,i))

N−n +
vs0(y (e,i))

n0

, τ (e,i) = X̄ (e,i)
U−s−Ȳ (e,i)

s0
, e = 0,1.

Data {ĝ(e,i)
2 , i = 1, ...,m} approximates the distrib. of Ĝ2

when hypothesis He is true, e = 0,1;
Let (see: Dufour and Khalaf (2001)):

ηe =
mωe

m + 1
, ωe =

1
m

m∑
i=1

I(ĝ(e,i)
2 ), I(ĝ(e,i)

2 ) =

{
1, if g ≥ ĝ2

0, if g < ĝ2
,

ωe is equal to the frequency of appearing inequalities
ĝ(e,i)

2 ≥ ĝ2, i = 1, ...,m, e = 0,1.



Monte Carlo test 3
Simulated distribution of the test statistic. Decisions

p-value the power of the test is assessed by α̂ = η0, and
β̂ = η1, respectively.

If α̂ ≤ α, H0 is rejected, α is the risk of incorrect rejection;

If α̂ > α, H0 is accepted, (1− β̂) is the risk of incorrect
acceptance.



Monte Carlo test 4
Reparametrization of the ikelihood function

After substituting c for pb
τ in l(d ,a,b, c,p), (see expr. (8)):

l(d ,a,b, τ, p) = k ln(p)+(n−k)ln(1−p)+Na ln(c)+kb ln(c)+

−k ln(Γ(a+b))−(n−k)ln(Γ(a))+(a−1)
∑
j∈U

ln(xj)+b
∑
j∈s1

ln(xj)+

− pb
τ

∑
j∈U

xj +
∑

j∈U−s

ln
(
ϕ(a,b, τ, p, xj)

)
(10)

where

ϕ(a,b, τ, p, xj) =
1− p
Γ(a)

+
pb+1(bxj)

b

τbΓ(a + b)
.

Now: E(X ) = τ .



Monte Carlo test 5
Simulated distribution of the likelihood ratio test

The likelihood ratio test statistic, Wywiał(2018):

t = 2
(

l(d , â, b̂, τ̂ , p̂)− l(d , ã, b̃, τe, p̃)
)

(â, b̂, τ̂ , p̂) maximizes l(d ,a,b, τ, p) (see: (10)),
(ã, b̃, p̃) maximizes l(d ,a,b, τ0,p).

d (e,i), e = 0,1, is generated according to f (x |ã, b̃, τe, p̃).
Simulated distribution of test statistic:

t(e)
i = 2

(
l(d (e,i), â(i), b̂(i), τ̂ (i), p̂)− l(d (e,i), ã(i), b̃(i), τe, p̃(i))

)
,

(â(i), b̂(i), τ̂ (i), p̂(i)) maximizes l(d (e,i),a,b, τ, p),
(ã(i), b̃(i), p̃(i)) maximizes l(d (e,i),a,b, τe,p).



Monte Carlo test 6
Simulated distribution of the likelihood ratio test. Decisions

tα is the critical value of the test defined as the sample
quantile of order (1− α) of {t(0)

i , i = 1, ...,m};

β̂, is the power evaluated as the frequency of appearing
inequalities t(1)

i ≥ tα, i = 1, ...,m;

if t ≥ tα, H0 is rejected, α is the risk of incorrect rejection;

if t < tα, H0 is accepted, (1− β̂) is the risk of incorrect
acceptance.



Conclusions

Model of accounting data is defined as mixture of two
distributions.
In particular, the mixture of two gamma distribution is
considered.
Hypothesis on the mean accounting error is tested by
means of studentized estimator of the mean or likelihood
ratio test.
Monte-Carlo methods of approximation distributions of test
statistics is proposed.
Specification of the alternative distribution let us control
the error of II kind (risk of incorrect acceptance).
It is possible to test the hypothesis without auditing
process of data provided the mixture model is true.
Mixtures of other distributions can be considered.
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Thank you very much for attention.


